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Collaborative group work and increased diversity through Wikipedia editing 
Laurel Stvan* 
Abstract. This paper details how a collaborative assignment to edit Wikipedia en-
tries on linguistic topics can help students practice and improve their research skills 
and navigate group work through an engaged learning task. It describes strategies 
for group formation, types of cognitive skills that were deployed in the task, equita-
ble distribution of workload and ways that individual student contributions to the 
project were tracked and assessed, along with project feedback from student reflect-
ions. The editing task is also shown as a way to increase gender diversity and widen 
the language background of the site’s editors. 
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1. Introduction. New types of classroom research projects and discipline-specific service-learn-
ing projects (Villeneuve 2019; Rotramel et al. 2019) have been emerging through the help of the
Wiki Education Foundation (WikiEdu)’s efforts to bring skills in editing Wikipedia articles into
the university. In my most recent rounds of using their training and assignments to teach linguis-
tics, I found benefits in harnessing these page-editing tasks to shape meaningful undergraduate
assignments. In the class, students worked on individual content exercises where they gathered
data and applied theories. But an additional learning goal was for students to show they could
find, assess, and contribute definitions and claims supported with relevant references, to build up
a shared linguistics article. Using Wikipedia editing in the classroom contributes multiple peda-
gogical benefits. These include highlighting open access and science communication to promote
outreach to the larger community; convincing academe of the validity of Wikipedia to practicing
scholarly research; learning about Wikipedia’s own plagiarism and copyright rules; discussing
content gaps within the discipline of Linguistics; using the remote learning opportunities that the
editing dashboard provides for both individual learning and group projects; and improving the
diversity of Wikipedia editors. This paper emphasizes the latter two: a demonstration of particu-
lar benefits of research-related group work, and the benefits of article editing in bringing a more
gender-diverse set of editors to the task of improving Wikipedia pages.
2. Pedagogical context. Since 2015 the LSA has offered Wikipedia Editathon sessions to help
members learn skills that they can apply to create or improve Wikipedia pages on languages, lin-
guistic concepts, and notable linguists. At the LSA annual meetings, representatives from
WikiEdu have also encouraged faculty to try editing assignments in their classes. Meeting ses-
sions featuring digital tools have also highlighted Wikipedia’s role in generating student interest
in linguistics (McCulloch 2017). I am an LSA member who acquired Wikipedia editing skills
through these opportunities. I was eager to tap student interests to build a more balanced online
coverage of the discipline and to provide my students the chance to gain experience in sharing
their new linguistic knowledge with others.
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The linguistics courses I teach have been traditionally face-to-face sessions. The last time I 
used this assignment, however, the COVID-19 pandemic interrupted our semester, so the group 
editing assignment took part during the emergency switch to online teaching. Since the students’ 
drafting and editing of Wikipedia pages is done through an online interface, this project did not 
require much re-adjustment for remote work. 
Wikipedia provides a familiar starting place for students to begin engaging with the class 
content in a more experiential way. They have read Wikipedia, but are usually not aware of the 
ways it gets created--and what gets left out. Learning to assess a gap and craft the information 
and citations to expand a page fits my pedagogical goal of providing active learning (Meyers & 
Jones 1993), where, rather than having students only listen to lectures, projects engage their in-
terest in a topic through activities allowing them to clarify, question, consolidate, while working 
together to create new knowledge.  
3. The group assignment. Unless the class is an advanced seminar, students will be learning lin-
guistic background content together at the same time that they are learning Wiki editing skills. 
This occurred with my Spring 2020 undergraduates, an advanced core class for linguistics ma-
jors, with 38 students. While students may not be ready to create new summaries of class topics 
at the start, they can still build up pieces that improve a page. Their project goal is to work with a 
group of classmates to research, expand the content, and build up background sources for an ex-
isting Wikipedia page on a linguistics topic.
Though students traditionally report disliking required group work (Carpenter 2006, Voyles 
et al. 2015), fearing penalties due to uneven participant effort, students doing group editing have 
found it to be more enjoyable than they expected. I found that these groups work best when I 
provide pre-selected topics, creating a list of linguistics-related pages that need building up. In-
structors can find a list of page stubs by topic within Wikipedia (Category 2020). I provided 
more possible topics than the desired number of groups, to offer a real choice. Students looked 
up the existing pages, then signed up for a page, self-selecting into a group based on a topic they 
wanted to research. I set a minimum number of participants for each group. Some people signed 
up with a friend, but many students met new people in the class through this shared interest, 
which, as with techniques suggested by Nilson & Goodson (2018), helped to counter isolation 
and enhance a sense of community when we moved online.  
Once topics were selected, I set up groups in Canvas, our university’s LMS. Some groups 
preferred to use GroupMe or FaceTime to meet on their own schedule, which also works fine. 
Because we did not pivot to online until spring break, students had seen each other in person al-
ready. But even without initial face-to-face conversations, they can use an electronic method for 
their small group meetings. Eventually they will have a joint sandbox within the class Wikipedia 
site in which to draft notes. But students may still prefer to use an audio or video channel while 
they work. Breakout rooms were added to Teams since that semester, so I plan to use those 
spaces in the future. That way I can be on call for the initial group meetings as students work on 
particular aspects of editing. 
4. Group tasks. To start their research, I asked group members to work in a shared online docu-
ment to examine their page’s content and structure.
4.1. CONTENT. For gathering materials to expand their page, I gave a list of suggestions. Here I 
illustrate three. The first asked them to consider: “What kinds of examples would illustrate what 
your topic covers. Where could you find them? Don’t limit yourself to English examples!” 
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The second suggestion noted: “If you read another language, you can translate prose and 
sources from a page in another language’s version of this topic on Wikipedia.” My last class, for 
example, included multiple students minoring in three languages, so they used these portals: 
 
• Spanish version: https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Portada  
• Korean version: https://ko.wikipedia.org/wiki/ 
• German version: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Hauptseite 
 
The third suggestion said: “You will have to work together to gather a list of scholarly 
sources to read. (i.e., Check Google Scholar for the titles, then track them down in the university 
library databases. Don't buy any articles!)” This point shows how Wikipedia editing builds on 
the same library skills and ways to evaluate sources that students would normally deploy in writ-
ing individual research papers. 
4.2. STRUCTURE. In shaping a linguistic resource, after reviewing WikiEdu’s training in page de-
velopment, in their joint draft they considered these aspects: 
 
• As you learn about and work on defining the topic, consider how your page’s topic is 
similar to, or different from, another related topic. Note down other pages that might be 
good models for this one. 
• Identify what things are missing from the current article. This should be an ongoing list. 
• Create a list of section headings to add as you expand the page. 
• Note what claims need citations. Are there any false or unclear claims right now? 
• Plan out who will summarize each section and add each cited source for your group. 
• Consider what other existing pages should link to this one. And, what words on this page 
could link out to other Wikipedia pages. 
 
The goal of brainstorming is for them to deploy choosing, evaluating, and creating, thus incorpo-
rating the increasing cognitive levels spelled out in Anderson and Krathwohl (2001)’s re-framing 
of Bloom’s taxonomy. As the group’s lists of tasks evolved, students were graded on steps along 
the way to improving their shared page. 
5. How group work was assessed. While each group worked jointly on one Wikipedia page, 
several steps they took in learning how to use the editing interface were individually assessed, 
generally as completion-point exercises through the WikiEdu dashboard, e.g., set up an account, 
do the training on Wikipedia policies, add a citation to an existing article (they could find claims 
with missing citations with Citation Hunt), and respond to your group’s peer reviews by class-
mates.   
But they all needed to contribute to the joint draft in the sandbox page. And to contribute ed-
its again once their material was moved to the live page. In a normal semester, the groups also 
gave an end of term presentation showing what they had worked on. In the pandemic semester I 
changed this to individual written reflections on the process of improving the page.   
Methods for tracking what students individually contributed are built into Wikipedia itself. 
For example, Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the edit history of a page that students were work-
ing on. Here we can see that on May 9, three different users edited the page. The number of 
characters that each added or deleted is visible; if they left notes, a summary of the change is also 
shown. Such changes can be viewed by anyone for any Wikipedia page. In this case, since I 




Figure 1. A section of the edit history of one group’s chosen page. 
5.1. A BEFORE PAGE. It is also possible to see the changes in an actual live page between any two 
dates. This is an aspect that students can share with the class for a before-and-after wind-up 
group presentation, or can examine at any point to check the page’s progress. 
Figure 2, for example, shows the stub of a page that one group started with, on the Fis Phe-
nomenon.  
Figure 2. The initial page before students edited it. 
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I pulled up what the page looked like in April of 2018, the last time anyone had previously edited 
the page. The screenshot in Figure 2 shows the whole page at that point, which was just two par-
agraphs and two references. This left many openings for students to develop the topic further. 
5.2. AN AFTER PAGE. In contrast, Figures 3 and 4 show parts of the page after the student group 
finished with it in May of 2020. Figure 3 shows what is now just the lead to the article, but in ad-
dition, students have added new sections, which automatically generated a table of contents for 
the rest of the article. Their four new sections cover perception vs production of sounds in lan-
guage acquisition, experimental studies related to the phenomenon, and so on. 
Figure 3. The page structure after students edited it. 
In addition, Figure 4 shows that students have found and incorporated a total of 11 scholarly 
sources to the page as footnotes that back up the claims they developed. By studying other pages, 
learning about Wikipedia’s criteria for unbiased resources, gathering and summarizing library 
materials, and building on each other’s contributions, students were able to apply their growing 
linguistic knowledge to create a better online resource. 
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Figure 4. References added by students. 
6. Student feedback. Among the topics discussed in their final reflection papers, some students
mentioned group work aspects of the project. Three student’s comments illustrate parts that class
members found to be beneficial: a) They liked the peer review they received from other groups
and from each other about what they planned to change on their page: “Especially in working
with such a short article to start with, the feedback from group members and being able to collab-
orate in this way definitely made the experience less pressured.”1 b) They liked that their work
was open to the wider world of readers and editors, even after the class was over: “We’ll con-
tinue to get feedback on our edits to this page from other users beyond just our classmates and
the page will hopefully continue to grow.” And c) they liked that they could pool and build on
the sources the group found, so that no one had to shoulder the burden of all the research steps:
“I doubt I would have nearly as much information to work with had we not been pooling our
sources and discussing possible citations and references.” In short, as Nilson and Goodson
(2018: 55) note, for group assignments “students have to need each other to come to defensible
conclusions or develop and assess alternative solutions.”
7. Incorporating diversity. One well-documented demographic divide in creating Wikipedia
content relates to gender, e.g., Wagner et al. (2016) on which editors create main page edits;
Cabrera et al. (2018) on which editors contribute to talk pages; and Balch (2019), noting that no
more than 20% of Wikipedia editors are female. Linguistics classes, however, enroll a majority
of female students. The makeup of linguistics programs can be seen in the information gathered
annually by the Linguistic Society of America from departments across the U.S. Figure 5 shows
1 Student names are withheld to maintain student privacy. 
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an excerpt from their report (LSA Annual Report 2020:25), showing the average student enroll-
ment in linguistics programs by gender. 
 
Figure 5. Average number of linguistics students enrolled from 2013 to 2019, by gender. 
And indeed, the five classes in which I used student Wikipedia editing contained a total of 83 
students. Of these, 63 identified as female and 20 as male. Since Wikipedia editors are still 
mainly male, while students in linguistics are mainly female, tasks bringing a familiarity with 
Wikipedia editing skills to this student body provide a way to increase the number of female edi-
tors shaping the content of this online resource. In helping students to recognize gender bias, the 
activity makes relevant one aspect of justice, equity, diversity and inclusion (JEDI) affecting 
classroom materials. Furthermore, in the class we talk about gaps in Wikipedia’s language cover-
age, and how increasing the range of editors can also address this. Our university is an urban R1, 
a Hispanic-serving institution ranked as having the fifth most diverse undergraduates in the na-
tion. As a white, female, tenured professor, I point to this setting to highlight the untapped 
potential of student diversity, aiming to empower the class to draw on their own collective lan-
guage backgrounds and understanding of the world to improve Wikipedia entries. 
8. Tools and conclusions. I end with information for instructors planning to use group Wikipe-
dia editing assignments in their own classroom. Besides the links in the references to linguistics 
pages on Wikipedia categorized as stubs in need of improvement, the Citation Hunt tool, and ar-
ticles on the pedagogical value of Wikipedia editing assignments in other disciplines, below are 
two introductory pages from the Wiki Education organization:  
 
• https://wikiedu.org/       Introduces the free support for instructors 
• https://dashboard.wikiedu.org/   Illustrates some of the page analytics  
 
In conclusion, working on discipline-specific Wikipedia pages helped students appreciate the 
vetting and research required to create a source they likely already used. Students achieved the 
learning outcomes of practicing how to find, use, and cite academic material to expand an online 
article. In researching their topics, students found the assignment of editing a page together al-
lowed a fairer evaluation of how each person’s contribution counted, found it reassuring to 
compare notes on the shape and depth of the page, and found it a practical way to locate appro-
priate academic resources. Finally, involving linguistics students, in particular, helps balance out 
the skewed ratio of Wikipedia editors, who are still mainly male and English speaking. 
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